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ABSTRACT: The steroid hydroxylases CYP17A1 (P450c17, 17-
hydroxylase/17,20-lyase) and CYP21A2 (P450c21, 21-hydroxylase)
catalyze progesterone hydroxylation at one or more sites within a 2 Å
radius. We probed their hydrogen atom abstraction mechanisms and
regiochemical plasticity with deuterium-labeled substrates: 17-[2H]-
pregnenolone; 17-[2H]-, 16α-[2H]-, 21,21,21-[2H3]-, and 21-[2H]-
progesterone; and 21,21,21-[2H3]-17-hydroxyprogesterone. Product
distribution and formation rates with recombinant human P450-
oxidoreductase and wild-type human CYP17A1 or mutation A105L
(reduced progesterone 16α-hydroxylation) and wild-type human
CYP21A2 or mutation V359A (substantial progesterone 16α-
hydroxylation) were used to calculate intramolecular and intermolecular kinetic isotope effects (KIEs). The intramolecular
KIEs for CYP17A1 and mutation A105L were 4.1 and 3.8, respectively, at H-17 and 2.9 and 5.1, respectively, at H-16α. Mutation
A105L 21-hydroxylates progesterone (5% of products), and wild-type CYP17A1 also catalyzes a trace of 21-hydroxylation, which
increases with 16α-[2H]- and 17-[2H]-progesterone. The intramolecular KIEs with CYP21A2 mutation V359A and progesterone
were 6.2 and 3.8 at H-21 and H-16α, respectively. Wild-type CYP21A2 also forms a trace of 16α-hydroxyprogesterone, which
increased with 21,21,21-[2H3]-progesterone substrate. Competitive intermolecular KIEs paralleled the intramolecular KIE values,
with DV values of 1.4−5.1 and DV/K values of 1.8−5.1 for these reactions. CYP17A1 and CYP21A2 mutation V359A both 16α-
hydroxylate 16α-[2H]-progesterone with 33−44% deuterium retention, indicating stereochemical inversion. We conclude that
human CYP17A1 has progesterone 21-hydroxylase activity and human CYP21A2 has progesterone 16α-hydroxylase activity,
both of which are enhanced with deuterated substrates. The transition states for C−H bond cleavage in these hydroxylation
reactions are either significantly nonlinear and/or asymmetric, and C−H bond breakage is partially rate-limiting for all reactions.

Steroid 21-hydroxylation is the biochemical reaction that led
to the discovery of the cytochrome P450 enzymes.1 Studies

over the subsequent decades revealed that, in human beings, six
cytochromes P450 participate in steroid biosynthesis, three
mitochondrial/type 1 (CYP11A1, CYP11B1, and CYP11B2)
and three microsomal/type 2 (CYP17A1, CYP21A2,
CYP19A1). Together with the hydroxysteroid dehydrogenases
and 5α-reductases, this limited set of enzymes generates from
the same cholesterol scaffold a remarkable repertoire of steroid
hormones with diverse functional properties including
androgens, estrogens, progestins, mineralocorticoids, and
glucocorticoids.2 The biologic functions of these enzymes
derive from their substrate specificity and regiochemical
selectivity, delivering oxygenation chemistry to carbon atoms
necessary to generate ligands for their cognate nuclear hormone
receptors. Steroid 21-hydroxylation via CYP21A2, for example,
is required for the biosynthesis of glucocorticoids and

mineralocorticoids (Figure 1). Deficiency of CYP21A2
(P450c21) causes the most common form of congenital
adrenal hyperplasia (CAH),3 which occurs in 1:15000 live
births4 and in an attenuated or nonclassic form 10−100 times
more commonly. Conversely, CYP17A1 (P450c17) is required
for androgen biosynthesis, and this enzyme is the target of
ketoconazole and abiraterone acetate, drugs employed for the
treatment of prostate cancer.5,6 Because these enzymes are
central to normal human physiology and relevant to common
diseases, an understanding of their mechanisms and bio-
chemistry is of considerable importance.
Although these steroidogenic P450s have been known and

studied for many years, several unsolved mysteries about their
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catalytic mechanisms remain, despite the recent X-ray crystal
structures of modified bovine CYP21A27 and human
CYP17A1.8 First, CYP21A2 oxygenates a methyl group
adjacent to other more easily oxidized carbon atoms. Second,
CYP17A1 performs not only the 17α-hydroxylase reaction but
also the 16α-hydroxylase reaction with progesterone as
substrate (Figure 1) in a 3:1 ratio,9 and the small side chain
of A105 allows 16α-hydroxylation.10 Furthermore, CYP17A1
performs the 17,20-lyase reaction, involving the oxidative
cleavage of a carbon−carbon bond. Only a few P450 enzymes
incorporate carbon−carbon cleavages in their physiologic
functions, including the steroidogenic enzymes CYP11A1
(P450scc, the cholesterol side chain cleavage enzyme),
CYP17A1, and CYP19A1 (P450aro, aromatase) as well as
CYP51A1 (lanosterol demethylase).2,11 Common catalytic
mechanisms or themes for these enzymes have not emerged
from the literature, and debate continues for the mechanisms of
individual reactions. The participation of cytochrome b5 in the
17,20-lyase reaction has been extensively documented12−15 and
physiologically validated by the description of patients with
isolated 17,20-lyase deficiency due to CYB5 mutations,16,17 yet
the mechanism of this stimulation is not yet resolved.18 Finally,
the steroidogenic P450s are very slow catalysts, with turnover
numbers < 10 min−1, compared to related members of the
superfamily such as to CYP7A1 (cholesterol 7α-hydroxylase),
with a turnover number of 200 min−1,19 or the soluble bacterial
enzymes P450cam and P450BM3, which catalyze thousands of
turnovers per minute.20 Consequently, the fundamental
assumptions regarding the catalytic cycle and rate-determining
steps gleaned from prokaryotic P450 enzymes might apply
differently to the steroid hydroxylases.
The available evidence supports a model in which the first

chemical step for cytochrome P450 hydroxylations involving
substrate is hydrogen atom abstraction from a C−H bond using
a highly reactive oxygenated heme species resembling a ferryl

oxene with radical (odd-electron) character.21 For several P450
enzymes, the C−H abstraction step has been studied in detail
by measuring the kinetic isotope effects (KIEs) in order to
determine the contribution of this step to the reaction rate
relative to the other steps associated with hydroxylation.22−27

Depending on the specific cytochrome P450, the contribution
of C−H bond cleavage to the overall rate varies, and it is not
clear what properties of the proteins determine these kinetic
features. Furthermore, for P450-catalyzed reactions yielding
two or more products from a common E·S complex,
intramolecular KIE experiments have been employed to deduce
the contribution of C−H bond breakage to product
partitioning.23,25 For some P450 enzymes, anomalously large
intramolecular KIEs > 10 have been observed,22 suggesting that
proton-coupled electron transfer or hydrogen atom tunneling
rather than classical reaction mechanics best describes these
reactions.28 Comprehensive KIE studies for CYP3A4 and
CYP7A1 with steroid26 and sterol19 substrates, respectively,
have appeared; however, no such studies have been reported
for the human biosynthetic steroid hydroxylases. Therefore, we
conducted a series of intramolecular and intermolecular KIE
experiments to probe the mechanisms of human CYP17A1 and
CYP21A2.

■ EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

General Methods. NMR spectra were obtained using
Varian instruments at frequencies for 1H and 13C as specified in
the experimental detail. Chemical shifts were referenced to the
chloroform peak in the 1H NMR assigned at 7.26 ppm and in
the 13C NMR assigned at 77.16 ppm. NMR spectra are
provided in the Supporting Information. Reaction progress was
determined either by TLC monitoring, or an aliquot was taken
and analyzed by NMR. Pregnenolone was purchased from
Waterstone Technology (St. Carmel, IN), and all other

Figure 1. Major steroid hydroxylase activities of human CYP17A1 and CYP21A2 with principal substrates. The 17,20-lyase reactions catalyzed by
CYP17A1 are omitted for simplicity.
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reagents and solvents were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St.
Louis, MO), Steraloids (Newport, RI), ThermoFisher Scientific
(Pittsburgh, PA), or as specified. Oligonucleotides were
obtained from Integrated DNA Technologies (Coralville, IA).
Cholesterol oxidase was purchased from Sigma Aldrich
(Brevibacterium sp., product C8868−100UN). Site-directed
mutagenesis employed the primers for CYP17A1-A105L as
reported10 hCYP17A105L_S: 5′-TCA AAT GGC AAC TCT
AGA CAT CCT GTC CAA CAA C-3′ and hCYP17A105-
L_AS: 5′-GAT GTC TAG AGT TGC CAT TTG AGG CCG
CC-3′; primers for CYP21A2 V359A29 were C21 V359A_S: 5′-
CCC GTT GCG CCC TTA GCC TTG-3′ and C21
V359A_AS: 5′-AAG GCT AAG GGC GCA ACG GGC C-3′.
Constructs were sequenced to ensure accurate mutagenesis.
Stock solutions of the deuterated substrates were prepared with
the polar aprotic solvent acetonitrile to minimize exchange of
labile deuterium atoms with protic solvents. Protein determi-
nations used the Coomassie Plus Reagent (Pierce, Rockford,
IL).
Steroid Syntheses. 16α-Bromopregnenolone-3-acetate

(2). To a solution of tetrabutylammonium bromide (2.0 g, 6.2
mmol) and 16,17-dehydropregnenolone-3-acetate (1.21 g, 3.4
mmol) in CH2Cl2 (20 mL) was added concentrated sulfuric
acid (1.0 mL). The reaction was stirred for 2 h, and the reaction
mixture was directly loaded onto a silica gel column and
purified (100% hexanes to 50% hexanes in ethyl acetate, v/v) to
afford bromide 2 (0.5 g, 1.1 mmol, 32%). If the 1H NMR
indicated starting material remaining (vinyl 16-proton), then
the mixture of 16α-bromopregnenolone-3-acetate and 16,17-
dehydropregnenolone-3-acetate could be subjected to the same
reaction conditions to afford the 16α-bromopregnenolone-3-
acetate 2. 1H NMR of 2 (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 5.38 (broad s,
1H), 4.82 (apparent t, J = 9.0 Hz, 1H), 4.66−4.55 (m, 1H),
3.11 (d, J = 7.4 Hz, 1H), 2.33−2.30 (m, 2H), 2.18 (s, 3H),
2.15−2.10 (m, 1H), 2.03 (s, 3H), 2.04−1.85 (m, 4H), 1.80−
1.42 (m, 7H), 1.24−1.05 (m, 2H), 1.01 (s, 3H), 0.61 (s, 3H);
13C NMR (125 MHz, CDCl3) δ 206.0, 170.7, 139.8, 122.1,
75.6, 73.8, 54.7, 49.7, 46.4, 46.2, 38.6, 38.1, 37.7, 37.0, 36.7,
31.9, 31.6, 31.2, 27.8, 21.6, 20.8, 19.4, 13.7.

1H NMR of 5,6,16-tribromopregnenolone-3-acetate (400
MHz, CDCl3) δ 5.54−5.46 (m, 1H), 4.81−4.76 (m, 1H), 3.13
(d, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H), 2.32 (dd, J1 = 13.0 Hz, J2 = 4.9 Hz, 1H),
2.16 (s, 3H), 2.14−1.94 (m, 4H), 2.02 (s, 3H), 1.89−1.48 (m,
5H), 1.08 (s, 3H), 0.57 (s, 3H); 13C NMR (125 MHz, CDCl3)
δ 206.4, 170.5, 87.4, 75.5, 71.3, 54.1, 47.6, 46.5, 46.2, 42.4, 41.3,
38.6, 37.4, 34.0, 33.0, 31.9, 31.7, 27.3, 26.5, 22.8, 21.4, 15.4,
14.0. 14.0. This side product is efficiently converted to 2 with
sodium iodide in acetone.
16α-[2H]-Pregnenolone-3-acetate (3). To a stirring solution

of acetic anhydride (0.2 mL) and [2H2]-H2O (0.2 mL) was
added 16α-bromopregnenolone-3-acetate (77 mg, 0.177 mmol)
in diethyl ether (2 mL). Zinc dust (500 mg, 7.8 mmol) was
added, and the reaction mixture was stirred for 1 h under a N2
atmosphere, then purified directly on a silica gel column (100%
hexanes to 50% hexanes in ethyl acetate, v/v) to afford 16α-
[2H]-pregnenolone-3-acetate 3 (34 mg, 0.095 mmol, 54%). 1H
NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 5.37 (broad s, 1H), 4.68−4.54 (m,
1H), 2.53 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 1H), 2.38−2.41 (m, 1H), 2.21−2.15
(m, 1H), 2.13 (s, 3H), 2.05−1.95 (m, 1H), 2.04 (s, 3H), 1.73−
1.55 (m, 2H), 1.50−1.43 (m, 2H), 1.91−1.83 (m, 2H), 1.28−
1.12 (m, 2H), 1.02 (s, 3H), 0.63 (s, 3H).
16α-[2H]-Pregnenolone (4). To a solution of 16α-[2H]-

pregnenolone-3-acetate (34 mg, 0.09 mmol) in CH2Cl2 (5 mL)

and methanol (2 mL) was added 0.1 mL of 12 M HCl. The
reaction was stirred for 10 h and washed with saturated aqueous
NaHCO3 solution (2 × 10 mL). The aqueous layer was
extracted with ethyl acetate (2 × 15 mL), and the combined
organic extracts were concentrated via reduced pressure. The
crude material was purified via flash column chromatography
(100% hexanes to 50% hexanes in ethyl acetate, v/v) to afford
16α-[2H]-pregnenolone 4 (10 mg, 0.05 mmol, 56%). 1H NMR
(400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 5.36−5.35 (m, 1H), 3.57−3.49 (m, 1H),
2.52 (d, J = 9.0 Hz, 1H), 2.33−2.25 (m, 2H), 2.22−2.14 (m,
1H), 2.12 (s, 3H), 2.07−1.97 (m, 2H), 1.75−1.43 (m, 7H),
1.27−1.03 (m, 5H), 1.01 (s, 3H), 0.99−0.98 (m, 1H), 0.63 (s,
3H); 13C NMR (125 MHz, CDCl3) δ 209.8, 140.9, 121.6, 71.9,
63.8, 57.1, 50.1, 44.2, 42.4, 39.0, 37.4, 36.7, 32.0, 31.9, 31.8,
31.7, 24.5, 21.2, 19.5, 13.4.

16α-[2H]-Progesterone (5). Dess-Martin periodinane (12
mg) was added to 16α-[2H]-pregnenolone (10 mg) in CH2Cl2
(3 mL), and the reaction was stirred for 1 h. The reaction was
washed with saturated NaHCO3 aqueous solution (2 × 15 mL)
and extracted with ethyl acetate (2 × 15 mL). The combined
organic extracts were concentrated via reduced pressure and
purified via flash column chromatography (100% hexanes to
50% hexanes in ethyl acetate, v/v) to afford 16-deutero-Δ5,6-
progesterone (5 mg, 50%). The 16α-[2H]-Δ5,6-progesterone
was dissolved in MeOH (2 mL) and CH2Cl2 (1 mL), treated
with 10 μL of 12 M HCl, stirred for 30 min at RT, and purified
directly on a silica gel column (100% hexanes to 40% hexanes
in ethyl acetate, v/v) to afford 16α-[2H]-progesterone 5 (2 mg,
40%). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 5.73 (s, 1H), 2.52 (d, J =
9.1 Hz, 1H), 2.47−2.34 (m, 3H), 2.34−2.25 (m, 1H), 2.19−
2.15 (m, 1H), 2.12 (s, 3H), 2.07−1.98 (m, 2H), 1.88−1.83
(m,1H), 1.75−1.61 (m, 3H), 1.57−1.51 (m, 1H), 1.47−1.39
(m, 2H), 1.30−1.21 (m, 2H), 1.20−1.15 (m, 1H), 1.18 (s, 3H),
1.15−0.95 (m, 3H), 0.66 (s, 3H); 13C NMR (125 MHz,
CDCl3) δ 209.5, 199.6, 171.1, 124.1, 63.6, 56.1, 53.8, 44.1, 38.8,
38.7, 35.8, 35.7, 34.1, 32.9, 32.0, 31.7, 24.4, 21.1, 17.5, 13.5. The
1H NMR resonance at 2.52 ppm is H-17, which is normally a
triplet but is a doublet in the spectrum of compound 5 due to
monodeuteration at C-16. From nuclear Overhauser effect
spectra, the resonance at 2.19−2.15 ppm, overlapping with the
methyl singlet at 2.12 ppm, was previously identified as H-
16β.30 The presence of this feature in the spectrum of
compound 5 confirms that the 16α-position has been
selectively deuterated. The H-16β resonance is seen more
clearly in the 1H NMR spectrum of compound 11, which lacks
the methyl singlet at 2.12 ppm.

17-[2H]-Pregnenolone (7). A solution of 17-bromopreg-
nenolone (6, 61 mg, 0.16 mmol) in diethyl ether (1.0 mL) was
added with stirring to a solution of [2H2]-H2O (0.3 mL, 15.0
mmol) and acetic anhydride (0.3 mL, 3.2 mmol) in diethyl
ether (0.5 mL), which was first prestirred for 5 min. Zinc dust
(160 mg, 2.5 mmol) was added, and the reaction was stirred at
RT for 1 h under a N2 atmosphere. The reaction was diluted
with diethyl ether (10 mL) and washed with [2H2]-H2O (1
mL). The organic layer was concentrated via reduced pressure
and quickly purified to avoid any deuterium−hydrogen
exchange on the silica gel column via flash column
chromatography (100% hexanes to 50% hexanes/ethyl acetate)
to afford 17-[2H]-pregnenolone (40 mg, 0.13 mmol, 81%). 1H
NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 5.35−5.34 (m, 1H), 3.55−3.49 (m,
1H), 2.30 (ddd, J1 = 7.2 Hz, J2 = 5.2 Hz, J3 = 2.30 Hz, 1H),
2.27−2.19 (m, 1H), 2.19−2.14 (m, 1H), 2.12 (s, 3H), 2.08−
1.97 (m, 2H), 1.88−1.81 (m, 2H), 1.74−1.42 (m, 4H), 1.28−
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1.06 (m, 3H), 1.00 (s, 3H), 0.98 (dd, J1 = 11.5 Hz, J2 = 4.8 Hz,
1H), 0.63 (s, 3H); 13C NMR (125 MHz, CDCl3) δ 209.8,
140.9, 121.5, 71.8, 57.1, 50.1, 44.1, 42.4, 38.9, 37.4, 36.7, 32.0,
31.9, 31.8, 31.7, 24.6, 22.9, 21.2, 19.5, 13.4.
17-[2H]-Progesterone (9). Acetic anhydride (0.30 mL, 3.18

mmol) was added to a vial containing [2H2]-H2O (0.30 mL, 6.0
mmol) and diethyl ether (1.0 mL) under a N2 atmosphere.
After stirring for 3 min at RT, 17-bromoprogesterone (8, 62
mg, 0.16 mmol) was added as a solid, and the reaction was
stirred for 1 min under inert atmosphere. Zinc dust (0.16 g,
2.45 mmol) was added, and the reaction was stirred for 1 h.
The reaction mixture was purified via flash column chromatog-
raphy (100% hexanes to 50% hexanes in ethyl acetate) to afford
17-[2H]-progesterone (40 mg, 0.13 mmol, 81%) as a white
solid. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 5.72 (s, 1H), 2.47−2.35
(m, 2H), 2.20−2.12 (m, 1H), 2.11 (s, 3H), 2.06−2.01 (m, 2H),
1.86−1.83 (m, 1H), 1.76−1.62 (m, 4H), 1.58−1.50 (m, 1H),
1.50−1.41 (m, 2H), 1.31−1.24 (m, 2H), 1.18 (s, 3H), 1.21−
1.14 (m, 1H), 1.09−0.95 (m, 2H), 0.66 (s, 3H); 13C NMR
(125 MHz, CDCl3) δ 209.5, 199.6, 171.1, 124.0, 56.1, 53.8,
44.0, 38.75, 38.70, 35.9, 35.7, 34.1, 32.9, 32.0, 31.6, 24.5, 22.9,
21.1, 17.5, 13.5.
21,21,21-[2H3]-Progesterone (11). To a stirring solution of

[2H2]-H2O (0.2 mL, 10.0 mmol) and acetic anhydride (0.20
mL, 2.12 mmol) was added 21,21,21-tribromoprogesterone
(10, 63 mg, 0.11 mmol) in diethyl ether (5 mL). Zinc dust
(0.20 g, 3.06 mmol) was added, and the reaction was stirred at
RT under a N2 atmosphere for 1 h, then directly purified on a
silica gel column (100% hexanes to 50% hexanes in ethyl
acetate) to afford 21,21,21-[2H3]-progesterone (17 mg, 0.05
mmol, 47%) as a white solid. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ
5.73 (s, 1H), 2.53 (apparent t, J1 = 9.0 Hz, 1H), 2.46−2.35 (m,
2H), 2.33−2.25 (m, 1H), 2.21−2.15 (m, 1H), 2.08−2.01 (m,
2H), 1.85−1.83 (m, 1H), 1.76−1.62 (m, 4H), 1.57−1.52 (m,
1H), 1.50−1.42 (m, 2H), 1.28−1.22 (m, 2H), 1.18 (s, 3H),
1.16−1.13 (m, 1H), 1.10−0.95 (m, 2H), 0.66 (s, 3H); 13C
NMR (125 MHz, CDCl3) δ 199.6, 171.1, 124.1, 63.6, 56.2,
53.8, 44.1, 38.8, 38.7, 35.9, 35.7, 34.1, 32.9, 32.0, 24.5, 22.9,
21.1, 17.5, 13.5. The C-21 and C-20 resonances were obscured
in the 13C NMR spectra by one- and two-bond 13C−2H
couplings.
21,21,21-[2H3]-17-Hydroxyprogesterone (14). To a stirring

solution of 17-hydroxypregnenolone (248 mg, 0.747 mmol) in
1-[2H]-CH3OH (5 mL) and THF (1 mL) was added [2H]-
KOH (40% w/v, 0.5 mL) and the reaction was stirred for 7
days. The reaction was stopped and purified directly on a silica
gel column to afford 21,21,21-[2H3]-17-hydroxypregnenolone
(compound 13) (160 mg, 0.478 mmol, 64%). Deuterium
incorporation was confirmed through the loss of the C21-
methyl singlet in 1H NMR. Dess-Martin periodinane (200 mg,
0.472 mmol) was added to a stirring solution of 21,21,21-[2H3]-
17-hydroxypregnenolone (160 mg, 0.478 mmol) and the
reaction was stirred for 1.5 h. The reaction was purified
directly on a silica gel column (100% hexanes to 50% hexanes
in ethyl acetate) to afford 21,21,21-[2H3]-Δ5,6-17-hydroxypro-
gesterone (40 mg, 0.120 mmol, 26%) and 21,21,21-[2H3]-17-
hydroxyprogesterone (50 mg, 0.150 mmol, 32%). 1H NMR of
21,21,21-[2H3]-Δ5,6-17-hydroxyprogesterone (500 MHz,
CDCl3) δ 5.33 (broad s, 1H), 3.27 (d, J = 16.4 Hz, 1H),
2.81 (d, J = 16.4 Hz, 1H), 2.70−2.64 (m, 1H), 2.45 (ddd, J1 =
19.7 Hz, J2 = 14.1 Hz, J3 = 5.8 Hz, 1H), 2.31−2.22 (m, 1H),
2.06−2.01 (m, 3H), 1.85−1.41 (m, 9H), 1.36−1.29 (m, 2H),

1.17 (s, 3H), 1.07 (ddd, J1 = 16.0 Hz, J2 = 12.2 Hz, J3 = 4.7 Hz,
1H), 0.73 (s, 3H).

1H NMR of 21,21,21-[2H3]-17-hydroxyprogesterone (14)
(500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 5.73 (s, 1H), 2.81 (s, 1H), 2.67 (apparent
t, J = 12.0 Hz, 1H), 2.45−2.25 (m, 4H), 1.90−1.79 (m, 2H),
1.75−1.56 (m, 7H), 1.45−1.35 (m, 3H), 1.18 (s, 3H), 1.11
(ddd, J1 = 16.8 Hz, J2 = 13.1 Hz, J3 = 3.6 Hz, 1H), 0.97 (ddd, J1
= 15.7 Hz, J2 = 11.4 Hz, J3 = 3.5 Hz, 1H), 0.75 (s, 3H); 13C
NMR (125 MHz, CDCl3) δ 199.7, 171.1, 124.1, 89.9, 53.4,
50.1, 48.4, 38.7, 35.8, 35.6, 34.1, 33.6, 32.9, 32.1, 30.1, 24.1,
20.6, 17.5, 15.6.

General Enzyme Assay Methods. The enzyme source for
most experiments was microsomes from yeast cells expressing
native human P450-oxidoreductase (POR) plus the cyto-
chrome P450:31 CYP17A1 wild-type or mutation A105L, and
CYP21A2 wild-type or mutation V359A. Control microsomes
lacking CYP17A1 or CYP21A2 were prepared from yeast
transformed with empty V60 expression vector as described.31

Experiments were repeated with purified CYP17A1 and POR
reconstituted using 1,2-didodecanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocho-
line as phospholipid, and these incubations gave an
anomalously low proportion of 16α-hydroxyprogesterone
(∼10% of products, not shown), compared to 20−25% from
experiments with yeast microsomes or transfected cells.32 In
contrast, experiments with purified proteins using control yeast
microsomes as the source of phospholipid gave 20−25% 16α-
hydroxyprogesterone; therefore, control yeast microsomal
lipids were used for obtaining KIE data with reconstituted,
purified CYP17A1 and POR. For incubations with pregneno-
lone substrates, whose extinction coefficients are too low to
quantitate by integration of UV absorbance, the reaction
products were converted from the 3β-hydroxy-Δ5-ene steroids
to the corresponding 3-keto-Δ4-ene steroids (ε240 ∼ 16000
M−1·cm−1), using cholesterol oxidase. CYP17A1 experiments
were performed in the absence of cytochrome b5 and under
partial substrate consumption, to minimize 19-carbon steroid
products.

Microsomal Enzyme Incubations. The primary intra-
molecular KIEs were measured by incubation of the enzyme
(1−10 pmol of P450, 20−200 μg of protein) in 1 mL of 50
mM potassium phosphate (pH 7.4) with 20−40 μM
deuterium-labeled or unlabeled steroid. For intermolecular
KIEs, incubations included deuterium-labeled steroid plus
tracer amounts of steroid with tritium label distant from the
reaction sites (1,2,6,7-[3H4]-progesterone, 90 Ci/mmol 7-[3H]-
pregnenolone, 25 Ci/mmol [both PerkinElmer NEN, Waltham,
MA] or 1,2-[3H2]-17-hydroxyprogesterone, 50 Ci/mmol
[American Radiolabeled Chemicals, St. Louis, MO], 0.2−0.6
μCi, 2−6 pmol, 2−6 nM). One set of incubations replaced the
1,2,6,7-[3H4]-progesterone with 4-[14C]-progesterone (55
mCi/mmol, PerkinElmer NEN, 120 nCi, 2.2 μM). The
reaction was started by addition of 1 mM NADPH at 37 °C
and continued for 20−60 min and then terminated by
extracting the steroids with 1 mL methylene chloride.

Reconstituted CYP17A1 Assays. Modified human CYP17A1
was expressed in E. coli JM109 cells and purified to
homogeneity as described.33 GroEL/ES chaperones (pGro7
plasmid) were coexpressed with the P450 to increase
expression of active enzyme. Modified human POR was
expressed in E. coli C41(DE3) cells and purified according to
the previously published procedure,34 except that the bound
protein was eluted from the nickel-agarose resin in buffer
containing 200 mM imidazole rather than histidine.
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CYP17A1 (30 pmol), POR (120 pmol), and control yeast
microsomes (20 μg protein) were added to a 2 mL
polypropylene tube in <10 μL, and the contents were gently
swirled and set at room temperature for 5 min. The mixture
was diluted to 0.2 mL containing 40 mM HEPES buffer (pH =
7.4), 30 mM MgCl2, 2.4 mM glutathione, 25 μM progesterone
or [2H]-labeled progesterone, 1,2,6,7-[3H4]-progesterone (∼0.4
μCi, 4 nM), and 20% glycerol.34 The resulting mixture was
mixed gently and set at room temperature for 3 min. NADPH
(1 mM) was added, and the incubation was started at 37 °C for
30 min. The incubation was extracted with 1 mL of methylene
chloride, and the organic phase was dried under nitrogen flow.
Cholesterol Oxidase Transformation. For incubations

involving the pregnenolone substrates, the dried incubation
extracts were dissolved in methanol (70 μL) and suspended in
the same 0.1 M potassium phosphate buffer (100 μL). Water
(100 μL) and cholesterol oxidase (70 μL, 28 units/mL) were
added, and the resulting solution was shaken at 30 °C at 200
rpm for 6 h. The reaction was stopped by the addition of 1 mL
of methylene chloride. The mixture was extracted, and the
organic layer was dried under nitrogen flow.
Chromatography and Data Acquisition. Reaction products

were analyzed using either a Breeze 1525 high-performance
liquid chromatography (HPLC) system equipped with in-line
UV detector set to 254 nm (Waters, Woburn, MA) and β-
RAM3 in-line scintillation counter or an Agilent 1260 Infinity
HPLC system with UV detector and β-RAM4 in-line
scintillation counter (LabLogic, Brandon, FL). Extracted
steroid products were dissolved in 20 μL of methanol, and 5
μL injections were resolved with a 50 × 2.1 mm, 2.6 μm, C18 or
C8 Kinetex column (Phenomenex, Torrance, CA), equipped
with a guard column, at a flow rate of 0.4 mL/min and a
methanol/water linear gradient: 27% methanol from 0 to 0.5
min, 39% to 16 min, 44% to 20 min, 60% to 22 min, 71% to 30
min, 75% to 30.5 min, 27% to 33 min. Products were identified
by retention times of external standards chromatographed at
the beginning and ends of the experiments. The flow rate of the
scintillation cocktail (Bio-SafeII, Research Products Interna-
tional, Mount Prospect, IL) was 1.2 mL/min, and the data were
processed with Laura4 software (LabLogic). The method
settings were adjusted under the channel parameters to detect
either 14C or 3H radioisotopes.
Mass Spectrometry. The products from a subset of reactions

were analyzed by liquid chromatography-tandem mass
spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) after extraction with methylene
chloride, drying under nitrogen, and dissolving in aqueous
methanol. The samples were injected into an Agilent 1290
HPLC coupled to a 6490 triple-quadrupole mass spectrometer,
equipped with a Kinetex C8 column with methanol−water
gradients to resolve the products. Replicate injections from
duplicate incubations were analyzed in multiple reaction
monitoring (MRM) mode with differential gating of precursor
ions to discriminate and quantify deuterium-retained and
deuterium-removed products. For example, starting with 21-
[2H]-progesterone, the MRM parameters for the 21-hydrox-
ylation product (11-deoxycorticosterone) are m/z 331.2/97.0
for natural-abundance (deuterium-removed) and m/z 332.2/
97.0 for deuterium-retained species. Results were deconvoluted
algebraically from [M + H]+, [M + H + 1]+, and [M + H + 2]+

precursor ions to account for the [M + H + 1]+ isotopomers
(contributing 15−20% of [M + H]+ peak based on standards
run with the same instrumentation settings) in the natural-

abundance and deuterated products and corrected for the
deuterium incorporation in the synthetic substrates (90−95%).

KIE Calculations. The first set of experiments involved the
use of one substrate in each incubation to measure the
intramolecular KIEs.35 The KIE equals the ratio of hydrox-
ylation products in the deuterated vs the nondeuterated
substrates, and these ratios can be given by integration of the
peaks in the output of the UV detector. For example, the
intramolecular KIE of the 17-position for CYP17A1 can be
calculated from data obtained from two separate incubations
(eq 1).

=
∑ +
∑ +

k k/
[17OHProg]/ ([21OHProg] [16OHProg])
[17OHProg]/ ([21OHProg] [16OHProg])H D

(1)

where [17OHProg] is the amount of 17α-hydroxyprogesterone
formed, and Σ([21OHProg]+[16OHProg]) is the sum of all
other hydroxylated products, which includes 16α-hydroxypro-
gesterone and 21-hydroxyprogesterone (if any). The values in
the numerator derive from experiments with natural-abundance
progesterone, and those in the denominator derive from
experiments with 17α-[2H]-progesterone. An example calcu-
lation using eq 1, extracted from the raw data, is given in the
Supporting Information.
In the second set of experiments, the incubations contained

both the substrate selectively deuterated at the site of reaction
(i.e., 17-[2H]-progesterone) and substrate bearing hydrogen at
the site of reaction but incorporating a tritium label distant
from the site of reaction (i.e., 1,2,6,7-[3H4]-progesterone) to
measure the intermolecular KIE. The products are analyzed via
HPLC coupled to both an UV detector and in-line scintillation
counter. The radioactivity detector only measures the tritiated
compound, reflecting product partitioning of the natural-
abundance substrate; this product distribution was verified
using separate incubations with unlabeled steroid and UV
detection of products. The UV detector measures only the
deuterium-labeled steroid, because the concentration of the
tritiated compound is ∼1000 times lower than the non-
radioactive compound, and its UV absorbance is thus negligible.
In order to calculate the competitive intermolecular KIE, one
begins with the relationship derived by Northrop36 between
initial velocity and substrate concentration (eq 2).

= − −V K f f/ ln(1 )/ln(1 )D
H D (2)

As shown in eq 2, the KIE DV/K is dependent on f, the
fractional conversion of the substrate to the product. The
equation to calculate the competitive KIE for the 17-position
with CYP17A1 and 17-[2H]-progesterone following Northrop’s
derivation is given by eq 3.

= − *

* + * + * + *

−

+ + +

V K/ ln{1 ([17OHProg ]/

[16OHProg 17OHProg 21OHProg Prog ])}

/ ln{1 ([17OHProg]/

[16OHProg 17OHProg 21OHProg Prog])}

D

(3)

where the “*” denotes nondeuterated compound tracked with
the radioactivity measurements. Under this experimental
paradigm, we calculated the competitive intermolecular KIE
values DV at Vmax conditions from the ratio of product
formation rates derived from the nondeuterated substrate
compared to the product formation rate derived from the
deuterated substrate. For example, using 17-[2H]-pregnenolone
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plus 7-[3H]-pregnenolone incubated with CYP17A1, in which
products other than 17-hydroxylation are negligible, DV is given
by simply (after cholesterol oxidase conversion) the fractional
conversion to 17-hydroxyprogesterone from radiochemical
detection divided by the fractional conversion to 17-
hydroxyprogesterone from UV detection, as shown in eq 4.

=
* * + *

+
V

[17OHProg ]/[Prog 17OHProg ]
[17OHProg]/[Prog 17OHProg]

D

(4)

For other reactions with multiple products, the denominators
in eq 4 are replaced by the sum of remaining substrate plus all
products, which equates the ratio of percent conversion to the
product hydroxylated at the site of deuterium labeling for the
labeled versus unlabeled substrates. Example calculations using
eqs 3 and 4, extracted from the raw data, are given in the
Supporting Information with a discussion of Northrop’s
equation.

■ RESULTS
Synthesis of Isotopically Labeled Steroids. The key

feature of synthesizing deuterium-labeled substrates was the use
of a Reformatzky-type reduction of halogenated precursors,
which involved subjecting the halosteroids to zinc dust in the
presence of 1-[2H]-acetic acid (generated in situ from [2H2]-
H2O and acetic anhydride) (Scheme 1). We used brominated
steroid precursors because iodides were relatively labile and
chlorides or fluorides were less reactive than bromides in the
zinc reduction, and deuterium incorporation was high. The
brominated precursors 17-bromopregnenolone (6), 17-bromo-
progesterone (8), and 21,21,21-tribromoprogesterone (10)
were obtained via the procedures we previously reported.37 To
access 21,21,21-[2H3]-17-hydroxyprogesterone, we exhaustively
deuterated the 21-position of 17-hydroxypregnenolone under
basic conditions (1-[2H]-CH3OH/[

2H]-KOH) and oxidized
the 3-hydroxy group using a mild Dess-Martin periodinane
protocol, and some of this product spontaneously isomerized to
the Δ4,5-enone during the reaction workup and purification
(Scheme 2).
The most difficult synthesis was the 16α-bromoprogesterone

precursor of 16α-[2H]-progesterone. Reduction of 16,17-
dehydropregnenolone with [2H2]-H2 using palladium on
BaSO4 catalyst selectively deuterated the Δ16,17-double bond,
but following Oppenauer oxidation with washout of the 17-
[2H]-label, this route yielded <80% deuterium incorporation on
the 16α-position by 1H NMR. We next brominated the 16α-
position of 16,17-dehydropregnenolone-3-acetate using an acid-

catalyzed Michael addition with tetrabutylammonium bromide
and sulfuric acid (Scheme 3). By limiting tetrabutylammonium
bromide to 2 mol equiv, keeping reaction times short (2 h), and
purifying the crude reaction mixture on a silica gel column
without workup, we avoided dibromination of the Δ5,6-olefin
and HBr elimination (Michael elimination reverting to starting
material) and obtained sufficient product.

KIE For CYP17A1 at H-17α and H-16α, and H-21.When
incubated with pregnenolone, human CYP17A1 essentially only
hydroxylates the 17α-position, whereas for progesterone
substrate, 16α-hydroxyprogesterone accounts for 20−25% of
the products.9 Swart and colleagues used phylogenetic analysis
to identify A105 as a key residue enabling 16α-hydroxylase
activity, and mutation A105L in human CYP17A1 reduces 16α-
hydroxyprogesterone to 10% of the products.10 Consequently,
we measured intramolecular and intermolecular KIEs at the
17α- and 16α-position for progesterone and pregnenolone
substrates for both wild-type CYP17A1 and mutation A105L.

Intramolecular (intrinsic) KIEs. When yeast microsomes
with CYP17A1 and POR are incubated with pregnenolone, 17-
hydroxypregnenolone is the exclusive hydroxylation product
identified, but with 17-[2H]-pregnenolone, a trace amount of
16α-hydroxypregnenolone appeared to be formed in amounts

Scheme 1. Synthesis of 16α-[2H]-Progesterone (5)

Scheme 2. Synthesis of 17-[2H]-Pregnenolone (7), 17-[2H]-
Progesterone (9), and 21,21,21-[2H3]-Progesterone (11)
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too low to calculate an intramolecular KIE (Figure S1 of the
Supporting Information). Given the known product partition-
ing for progesterone substrate during CYP17A1 catalysis, we
studied progesterone hydroxylation in detail, first measuring the
intramolecular KIEs at the 17α- and 16α-positions. Incubations
with 17-[2H]- or 16α-[2H]-progesterone both demonstrated
suppression of hydroxylation at the site of deuteration,
affording intramolecular KIE values of kH/kD = 4.1 ± 0.2 or
2.9 ± 0.2, respectively (Figure 2A, Table 1). Experiments with
reconstituted, purified CYP17A1 and POR gave comparable
results (Figure S1 and Table S1 of Supporting Information).
To characterize metabolic switching for human CYP17A1 in

greater detail, we performed intramolecular KIE experiments
with mutation A105L, for which 16α-hydroxylation constitutes

only 10% of turnover. Experiments with recombinant enzyme
in yeast microsomes confirmed the altered product distribution
reported using transfected COS-7 cells,10 with one exception.
These incubations yielded an additional product, which
cochromatographs with 21-hydroxyprogesterone (11-deoxycor-
ticosterone, DOC) in a ∼1:1 ratio to 16α-hydroxyprogesterone
(Figure 2B). Incubations of CYP17A1 mutation A105L with
17-[2H]-progesterone afforded an intramolecular KIE value of
kH/kD = 3.8 ± 0.2, similar to that observed with wild-type
CYP17A1 (Table 1). By comparison, the intramolecular KIE
observed with mutation A105L using 16α-[2H]-progesterone
substrate was 5.1 ± 0.2, considerably higher than observed with
wild-type CYP17A1 (Figure 2B, Table 1). Because the 21-
hydroxylation product for mutation A105L is also observed, we
conducted experiments with 21,21,21-[2H3]-progesterone and
found an intramolecular KIE of kH/kD = 3.3 ± 0.7, similar to
values observed at H-17 for both wild-type CYP17A1 and
mutation A105L (Figure 2A, Table 1). A trace of 16α-
hydroxypregnenolone also appeared in incubations with
mutation A105L and 17-[2H]-pregnenolone (Figure S2 of
Supporting Information).
After observing that mutation A105L reproducibly 21-

hydroxylates progesterone, review of chromatograms from
exhaustive incubations with wild-type CYP17A1 and progester-
one suggested DOC formation as well. DOC comprises ∼1% of
the total products, but the percentage increases for incubations
with 17-[2H]- or 16α-[2H]-progesterone, due to metabolic
switching (Figure 2B). The identification of DOC was
confirmed by mass spectrometry, and preincubation with
abiraterone or ketoconazole eliminated the formation of all
these metabolites in parallel (Figure S3 of Supporting
Information). We pursued this observation by conducting
incubations with 21,21,21-[2H3]-progesterone and wild-type
CYP17A1, and the deuterium labels suppressed 21-hydrox-
ylation to <1% of products (Figure 2A). The intramolecular
KIE kH/kD = 4.0 ± 0.6 was similar to the KIE at H-21 for the
A105L mutation; however, the calculated KIE values at H-21
might be distorted by the very small peak areas for this
metabolite, consistent with the large standard deviations. These
results demonstrate modest intrinsic primary KIEs on C−H
abstraction for CYP17A1 catalysis at H-17α, H-16α, and H-21.
Finally, we characterized the composition of 16α-hydroxypro-
gesterone derived from incubations with 16α-[2H]-progester-
one. For wild-type CYP17A1, 33−40% of the deuterium was
retained in the 16α-hydroxyprogesterone product (range of
three experiments, Figure S4 of Supporting Information),
indicating that the 16β-hydrogen atom is abstracted during
more than one in three oxygenations at C-16.

Intermolecular KIEs. Co-incubations with deuterium-labeled
and tracer tritium-labeled steroids were employed to calculate
intermolecular competitive KIEs DV and DV/K using North-
rop’s equations for CYP17A1 and mutation A105L at H-17α,
H-16α, and H-21 of progesterone and at H-17α of
pregnenolone. For 17-[2H]-pregnenolone, which has negligible

Scheme 3. Synthesis of 21,21,21-[2H3]-17-Hydroxyprogesterone (14)

Figure 2. Intramolecular KIEs and metabolic switching with wild-type
human CYP17A1 (A) and mutation A105L (B). HPLC tracings show
products obtained by incubation with microsomal enzyme system with
(top to bottom) 16α-[2H]-, 17-[2H]-, 21,21,21-[2H3]-, and natural
abundance progesterone (P4) substrates. Products were identified by
retention times of standards chromatographed before and after
samples: 1, 16α-hydroxyprogesterone; 2, 21-hydroxyprogesterone
(DOC); 3, 17-hydroxyprogesterone; 4, progesterone. Ordinate scales
are 0.15−0.25 and 0.08−0.25 AU full scale for panels A and B,
respectively.
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product partitioning to complicate analysis, competitive KIE
values at H-17α of DV = 2.0 ± 0.4 and DV/K = 2.3 ± 0.5 was
observed for wild-type CYP17A1 (Figure 3A) and DV = 2.3 ±

0.4 and DV/K = 2.7 ± 0.6 for mutation A105L (Figure 3B).
Experiments using 17-[2H]-progesterone gave competitive KIE
values at H-17α of DV = 1.7 ± 0.2 and DV/K = 2.1 ± 0.4 for

Table 1. Kinetic Isotope Effects for Human CYP17A1 and Mutation A105La

intramolecular intermolecular

enzyme and substrate C−H bond kH/kD (n)b DV (n)c DV/K (n)

CYP17A1
16α-[2H]-progesterone C16 2.9 ± 0.2 (3) 3.0 ± 0.1 (3) 3.2 ± 0.1 (3)
17-[2H]-progesterone C17 4.1 ± 0.2 (3) 1.7 ± 0.2 (11) 2.1 ± 0.4 (11)
17-[2H]-progesterone [using 14C] C17 not determined 2.2 ± 0.3 (3) 1.8 ± 0.9 (3)
17-[2H]-progesterone [using 10x 3H] C17 not determined 2.0 ± 0.4 (3) 2.3 ± 0.1 (3)
17-[2H]-pregnenolone C17 not determined 2.0 ± 0.4 (6) 2.3 ± 0.5 (6)
21,21,21-[2H3]-progesterone C21 4.0 ± 0.6 (3) 5.8 ± 0.8 (3) 5.8 ± 0.6 (3)

CYP17A1-A105L
16α-[2H]-progesterone C16 5.1 ± 0.2 (3) 5.1 ± 0.3 (3) 5.1 ± 0.3 (3)
17-[2H]-progesterone C17 3.8 ± 0.2 (3) 1.4 ± 0.0 (3) 2.0 ± 0.0 (3)
17-[2H]-pregnenolone C17 not determined 2.3 ± 0.4 (3) 2.7 ± 0.6 (3)
21,21,21-[2H3]-progesterone C21 3.3 ± 0.7 (3) 3.9 ± 0.9 (3) 3.9 ± 0.9 (3)

aData are given as means ± standard deviations for n experiments. bRatio of relative yield for probed hydroxylated product to the sum of other
hydroxylated products. cRatio of measured hydroxylated products.

Figure 3. Intermolecular KIE data with wild-type human CYP17A1 (A) and mutation A105L (B). Chromatograms show radioactivity (top, 400−
2500 CPM full scale) and absorbance at 254 nm (bottom, 0.08−1.8 AU full scale) derived from coincubations with deuterium-labeled steroid and
tracer tritium-labeled steroid as indicated. Products were identified by retention times of standards chromatographed before and after samples, same
key as Figure 2: 1, 16α-hydroxyprogesterone; 2, DOC; 3, 17-hydroxyprogesterone; 4, progesterone (P4). Experiments with pregnenolone were
followed by cholesterol oxidase treatment prior to analysis.
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wild-type CYP17A1 and DV = 1.4 ± 0.0 and DV/K = 2.0 ± 0.0
for mutation A105L (Figure 3, Table 1). Experiments using
16α-[2H]-progesterone gave KIE values of DV = 3.0 ± 0.1 and
DV/K = 3.2 ± 0.1 at H-16α for wild-type CYP17A1 and DV =
5.1 ± 0.3 and DV/K = 5.1 ± 0.3 for mutation A105L,
respectively (Figure 3, Table 1). These values are considerably
higher than the intermolecular KIE values at H-17α. Experi-
ments using 21,21,21-[2H3]-progesterone gave intermolecular
KIE values at H-21 of DV = 5.8 ± 0.8 and DV/K = 5.8 ± 0.6 for
wild-type CYP17A1 and DV = 3.9 ± 0.9 and DV/K = 3.9 ± 0.9
for mutation A105L (Table 1). These values, which are also
higher than the intramolecular KIE values at H-17α, are prone
to greater error due to low fractional conversion but are
internally consistent and reproducible.
The concentrations of the deuterated and nondeuterated

substrates in these incubations were very dissimilar, which
might introduce error; however, increasing the [3H]-labeled,
nondeuterated progesterone substrate concentration by a factor
of 10 or substituting [14C]-labeled, nondeuterated progesterone
at 1000-fold higher concentration gave equivalent results
(Table 1). In addition, similar results were obtained with
purified, reconstituted CYP17A1 and POR (Table S1 of
Supporting Information). Our data indicate an intermolecular
KIE significantly >1 at all sites of oxygenation, suggesting that
C−H bond breaking is partially rate-limiting in the CYP17A1
reaction cycle, and least contributory for the dominant
oxygenation at H-17α.
KIE For CYP21A2 at H-21 and H-16α. Intramolecular

(intrinsic) KIEs. Upon incubation of yeast microsomes
containing CYP21A2 and POR with either progesterone or
17-hydroxyprogesterone, the 21-hydroxylation products DOC
and 11-deoxycortisol, respectively, are observed. Incubations
with 21,21,21-[2H3]-progesterone, however, consistently af-
forded an additional product corresponding to 16α-hydrox-
yprogesterone (Figure 4A). This product was not observed in
control experiments omitting enzyme and reduced in parallel
with the 21-hydroxylated products using enzyme inhibited with
ketoconazole, and the identity of the 16α-hydroxyprogesterone
was confirmed by mass spectrometry (Figure S5 of Supporting
Information). Further inspection of chromatograms from
incubations with unlabeled progesterone and CYP21A2 also
suggested a trace of 16α-hydroxyprogesterone (Figure 4A), but
the amount is too low to determine an intramolecular KIE
value.
Consequently, to better quantify the intramolecular KIEs for

CYP21A2 at H-21 and H-16α, we used mutation V359A, which
yields 60% 21-hydroxylation and 40% 16α-hydroxylation29 and
thus leads to more accurately measured changes in product
distributions. Experiments using 21,21,21-[2H3]-progesterone
substrate afforded an intramolecular KIE at H-21 of kH/kD = 6.2
± 1.0, and those using 16α-[2H]-progesterone substrate
afforded an intramolecular KIE at H-16α of kH/kD = 3.8 ±
0.8 (Figure 4B, Table 2). These intramolecular KIE values are
similar to values for CYP17A1 at all sites of oxygenation.
To complete the intramolecular KIE analyses for CYP21A2,

we determined a competitive KIE at H-21 using 21-[2H]-
progesterone and measuring the fractional deuterium retention
in the DOC product by LC-MS/MS. These experiments gave a
kH/kD = 2.5 ± 0.0, similar to values from experiments with
21,21,21-[2H3]-progesterone and CYP17A1 (Tables 1 and 2).
Finally, we determined the isotopic composition of the 16α-
hydroxyprogesterone formed by mutation V359A from 16α-
[2H]-progesterone. Mass spectrometry with deconvolution of

isotopomer abundance showed 42−44% deuterium retention in
the 16α-hydroxyprogesterone product (range of 2 experiments,
Figure S6 of Supporting Information). The greater deuterium
retention for the 16α-hydroxylation of 16α-[2H]-progesterone
when catalyzed by CYP21A2-V359A versus CYP17A1 is
consistent with the predicted progesterone orientations in the
active sites of these enzymes.29,38 The 16β-hydrogen is more
accessible when progesterone binds with the D-ring perpen-
dicular to the plane of the heme ring, as in CYP21A2, than
when the D-ring is parallel to the heme with α-hydrogens facing
the iron−oxygen complex, as in CYP17A1.

Intermolecular KIEs. Using similar conditions to those
employed with CYP17A1, intermolecular competitive KIE
experiments gave values at H-21 for wild-type CYP21A2 of DV
= 1.9 ± 0.2 and DV/K = 2.0 ± 0.2 for 21,21,21-[2H3]-
progesterone and DV = 2.3 ± 0.3 and DV/K = 2.4 ± 0.3 for
21,21,21-[2H3]-17-hydroxyprogesterone substrates (Figure 5A,
Table 2). The intermolecular KIE values with mutation V359A
were slightly larger at H-21, DV = 3.0 ± 0.6 and DV/K = 3.1 ±
0.7 with 21,21,21-[2H3]-progesterone and DV = 2.4 ± 0.1 and
DV/K = 3.8 ± 0.7 with 21,21,21-[2H3]-17-hydroxyprogesterone.
Additionally, experiments using 16α-[2H]-progesterone gave an

Figure 4. Intramolecular KIEs and metabolic switching with wild-type
human CYP21A2 (A) and mutation V359A (B). HPLC tracings show
products obtained by incubation with microsomal enzyme system with
(top to bottom) 16α-[2H]-, 21,21,21-[2H3]-, and natural abundance
progesterone (P4) substrates. Products were identified by retention
times of standards chromatographed before and after samples same
key as Figure 2: 1, 16α-hydroxyprogesterone; 2, DOC; 4, progesterone
(P4). Ordinate scales are 0.02−0.08 AU full scale. Peaks near 16α-
hydroxyprogesterone (1) derived from incubations with 16α-[2H]-
progesterone in A are trace contaminants in substrate with different
retention times than 1.
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intermolecular KIE at H-16α for mutation V359A of DV = 2.8
± 0.3 and DV/K = 3.0 ± 0.4 (Figure 5B, Table 2). These data

demonstrate that C−H bond breakage is also partially rate-
limiting for the reactions catalyzed by CYP21A2.

Table 2. Kinetic Isotope Effects for Human CYP21A2 and Mutation V359Aa

intramolecular intermolecular

enzyme and substrate C−H bond kH/kD (n)b DV (n)c DV/K (n)

CYP21A2
21-[2H]-progesteroned C21 2.5 ± 0.0 (2) not determined not determined
21,21,21-[2H3]-progesterone C21 not determined 1.9 ± 0.2 (10) 2.0 ± 0.2 (10)
21,21,21-[2H3]-17-hydroxyprogesterone C21 not determined 2.3 ± 0.3 (7) 2.4 ± 0.3 (7)

CYP21A2-V359A
16α-[2H]-progesterone C16 3.8 ± 0.8 (4) 2.8 ± 0.3 (7) 3.0 ± 0.4 (7)
21,21,21-[2H3]-progesterone C21 6.2 ± 1.0 (4) 3.0 ± 0.6 (4) 3.1 ± 0.7 (4)
21,21,21-[2H3]-17-hydroxyprogesterone C21 not determined 2.4 ± 0.1 (4) 3.8 ± 0.7 (4)

aData are given as means ± standard deviations for n experiments. bRatio of relative yield for probed hydroxylated product to the sum of other
hydroxylated products. cRatio of measured hydroxylated products. dDetermined by LC-MS/MS.

Figure 5. Intermolecular KIE data with wild-type human CYP21A2 (A) and mutation V359A (B). Chromatograms show radioactivity (top, 800−
2000 CPM full scale) and absorbance at 254 nm (bottom, 0.2−0.6 AU full scale; inset in panel A is 0.03 AU full scale) derived from coincubations
with deuterium-labeled steroid and tracer tritium-labeled steroid as indicated. Products were identified by retention times of standards
chromatographed before and after samples, same key as Figure 2 [1, 16α-hydroxyprogesterone; 2, DOC; 3, 17-hydroxyprogesterone; 4, progesterone
(P4)] plus 5, 11-deoxycortisol; 6, 16α,17α-dihydroxyprogesterone (pregn-4-ene-16α,17α-diol-3,20-dione). A trace of 6 appears to be produced by
mutation V359A (lower right of B).
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■ DISCUSSION

For an enzyme-catalyzed C−H bond cleavage reaction
following classical mechanics without proton-coupled electron
transfer (hydrogen atom tunneling), the magnitude of the
kinetic isotope effects is indicative of the transition state
structure.36 A symmetrical, linear transition state leads to a high
KIE value, whereas a bent or asymmetric transition state yields
lower KIE values.25 Asymmetric transition states for C−H bond
cleavage might be not only nonlinear or angled but also “early”
or “late,” meaning that the C−H bond resembles more the
reactant (C−H bond mostly formed) or the product (C−H
bond mostly broken) in the transition state. The magnitude of
an intermolecular KIE is also reduced or “masked” by other
steps in the catalytic cycle if C−H bond cleavage is not
substantially rate-limiting. Masking might complicate intermo-
lecular KIE experiments in which two different molecules
compete for metabolism in a single incubation, limiting the
information obtained. Many cytochrome P450 reactions,
however, demonstrate incomplete regiochemical selectivity,
executing hydroxylation at more than one site. This relaxed
catalytic selectivity leads to the phenomenon of metabolic
switching, where oxygenation shifts to an alternate site upon
deuterium substitution at the principal site of reactivity.
Metabolic switching permits the calculation of intramolecular
KIEs, reflecting the intrinsic KIE for the C−H bond breakage
step, independent of masking from slower steps in the reaction
cycle. In the present study, we used intramolecular KIEs to
compare transition state features for steroid hydroxylations at
H-16α, H-17α, and H-21 catalyzed by CYP17A1 and
CYP21A2.
We found relatively modest intramolecular KIEs for wild-

type CYP17A1 and mutation A105L at H-17α, the principal
site of steroid hydroxylation. The intramolecular KIE at H-16α
was much lower than at H-17α for wild-type CYP17A1 but
higher for mutation A105L. The KIEs well below 9 indicate
that the transition state for hydrogen atom abstraction is either
somewhat bent or asymmetrical, particularly for 16α-hydrox-
ylation by wild-type CYP17A1 (KIE < 3). Computer modeling
studies of CYP17A1 predict that steroids bind with the
cyclopentanophenanthrene nucleus parallel to the plane of the
heme with H17α very close to the iron−oxygen complex,38

although the recent X-ray crystal structure of human CYP17A1
with bound inhibitor abiraterone suggests that other substrate
orientations are possible.8 If the transition state geometry
mimics that predicted from computational studies, then the C−
Ha−O(Fe) alignment should not significantly deviate from
linearity, and the most plausible explanation for low KIEs
would be an early or late transition state. The bond energy of
the C−H17α bond, a methine adjacent to a carbonyl, is
predicted to be weaker (82 kcal/mol) than a carboxymethyl C−
H21 (85 kcal/mol) or methylene C−H16α (99 kcal/mol). On
the basis of this analysis, we favor an early transition state for
C−H17α bond cleavage, which reduces the observed intra-
molecular KIE to less than half of theoretical maximum.
Transition state geometry for the secondary sites of reactivity
H-16α and H-21 are likely to be more distorted than for H-17α,
but the similar KIE values observed at H-21 suggest that the
transition state for C−H bond cleavage is more symmetrical
than for H-17α, possibly due to the stronger C−H bonds. It is
not obvious why the intramolecular KIE for mutation A105L at
H-16α is larger than at H-17α the largest intramolecular KIE
observed in our studies with CYP17A1  whereas the

converse is true for wild-type CYP17A1. Even this value at
5.1 is small compared to values of 10 or higher documented for
other P450-catalyzed oxygenations.26,39−41

Our observation that one-third to one-half of the deuterium
is retained in the 16α-hydroxyprogesterone product derived
from 16α-[2H]-progesterone for both CYP17A1 and
CYP21A2-V359A softens our interpretation of the KIE values
at C−H16α, since the H16β proton is abstracted in a fraction
of these turnovers. Ours are not the first examples of
stereochemical inversion during a cytochrome P450 reaction,
with abstraction of one hydrogen or deuterium atom and
delivery of a hydroxyl group with the opposite stereochemistry.
During P450LM2-catalyzed oxidation of exo, exo, exo, exo-
2,3,5,6-[2H4]-norbornane, 25% of the exo-norborneol formed
retains all four deuterium atoms, implying that one-fourth of
substrate oxidation involves abstraction of an endo-hydrogen.42

More dramatically, over half of the 5-exo-hydroxycamphor
formed during the P450cam-catalyzed hydroxylation of 5-exo-
[2H]-camphor retains the deuterium, demonstrating endo-
hydrogen abstraction in 55% of the reactions.43 The 33−44%
deuterium retention we observed for the 16α-hydroxylation of
16α-[2H]-progesterone, either using CYP17A1 or CYP21A2
mutation V359A, is intermediate the values for P450LM2 and
P450cam. This stereochemical inversion, which has not been
previously documented for a steroid hydroxylase reaction,
indicates that substrate trajectories during the hydrogen atom
abstraction step are less constrained than during the oxygen
rebound step. If this inference is correct, this phenomenon
might explain why some progesterone analogues are inhibitors
but not substrates for these steroid hydroxylases.37

For CYP21A2, intramolecular KIEs were best obtained for
mutation V359A with progesterone, which gave values of 3.8
and 6.2 at H-16α and H-21, respectively. Computer modeling
studies suggested that progesterone binds to CYP21A2 with the
steroid nucleus perpendicular to the plane of the heme ring
with the C-21 methyl group dangling over the iron−oxygen
complex.29 In mutation V359A, the larger steroid-binding
pocket enables trajectories with the steroid tipping on its long
axis to present the more reactive H-16α in addition to H-21,
yielding both products.29 The crystal structure of bovine
CYP21A2 with 17-hydroxyprogesterone bound confirms the
orthogonal orientation of heme and steroid, plus a second
apparently structural steroid distant from the steroid-binding
pocket.7 On the basis of our results, the transition states for
these two hydrogen atom abstractions must share considerable
similarities. For wild-type CYP21A2, an experimental paradigm
using 21-[2H]-progesterone and mass spectrometry allowed us
to calculate the competitive intramolecular KIE of kH/kD = 2.5
± 0.0, consistent with the other data for CYP21A2
hydroxylations. The coexistence of a simultaneous secondary
KIE might complicate these experiments;41 however, the
magnitude of the correction would not be large enough to
significantly alter our conclusions.
In addition, experiments with deuterium-labeled substrates

have provided compelling evidence for additional hydroxylase
activities of wild-type human CYP17A1 and CYP21A2. In
addition to both progesterone 17α- and 16α-hydroxylase
activities, human CYP17A1 catalyzes progesterone 21-hydrox-
ylation. This activity is augmented with 17-[2H]- or 16α-[2H]-
progesterone substrates and accentuated in mutation A105L.
The 21-hydroxylation comprises ∼1% of the products;
nonetheless, this trace of activity might be clinically significant
in classical 21-hydroxylase deficiency with null CYP21A2 alleles
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(salt-wasting phenotype) and might explain some of the
discrepancies observed between phenotype and genotype in
this disease.44 We also reproducibly observed a trace of
pregnenolone 16α-hydroxylation using 17α-[2H]-pregnenolone
substrate (Figure S1 of Supporting Information). Analogously,
CYP21A2 is a progesterone 16α-hydroxylase, accounting for
<1% of the products but augmented with 21,21,21-[2H3]-
progesterone and markedly increased with mutations that
reduce the bulk of V359.
The phenomenon of “metabolic switching” occurs when a

common E·S complex breaks down to form two (or more)
products, P1 and P2, and the partitioning is altered via isotopic
substitution at one reaction site. In the absence of secondary
KIEs, the rate of reaction at the unlabeled site remains
essentially constant, while the rate for reaction at the
substituted (deuterated) site slows by an amount equal to the
intramolecular KIE. For chemical reactions best described by
classical mechanics, the limiting KIE at 37 °C is 9, meaning that
the proportion of minor product can only increase by a factor
of 10 or less. Depending on the sensitivity of the assay, new
products might seem to “appear” due to metabolic switching,
but in fact these “new” products must be present in at least
trace amounts in reactions with unlabeled substrate. This
phenomenon was observed in our studies, when products were
recognized from reactions with deuterium-labeled substrates
and site-directed mutations. Our findings prompted us to
confirm that these products were also formed in reactions with
wild-type enzymes and natural abundance substrates. We could
not confidently identify 16α-hydroxypregnenolone from
reactions with CYP17A1 and unlabeled pregnenolone, possibly
because losses from coupling the reaction with cholesterol
oxidase treatment further compromised the sensitivity of our
assays.
Intermolecular competitive KIE experiments gave DV and

DV/K values of 1.4−5.8 for CYP17A1 and CYP21A2
hydroxylations, mostly ranging 2−3. These KIE values are
unusually high for a P450 reaction, for which the second
electron transfer step is traditionally assumed to be the rate-
limiting step, based on studies of P450cam.

45 The turnover
number for the steroid hydroxylation reactions catalyzed by
CYP17A1 and CYP21A2, however, are many orders of
magnitude slower than those of bacterial P450s,2 and different
steps might become at least partially rate-limiting in this
context.19,26,39−41 Our data indicate that C−H bond cleavage is
partially rate-limiting for all reactions catalyzed by these two
enzymes in these studies. For bovine CYP21A2, presteady state
kinetic experiments demonstrated that product release was rate-
limiting for progesterone 21-hydroxylation but not for the more
rapid 21-hydroxylation of 17-hydroxyprogesterone.46 The
design of our experiments, which incorporates tracer tritium
label at distant sites to monitor both species in the same
incubation, controls for several variables that can confound
intermolecular KIE determinations. Varying the ratio of
deuterium-labeled to unlabeled steroid or substitution of
[14C]-tracer for [3H]-tracer did not influence the results,
strengthening our conclusions. Consequently, the rates of C−H
bond cleavage and product release for CYP21A2-catalyzed
progesterone 21-hydroxylation are probably similar.
Intramolecular noncompetitive and competitive KIEs have

been determined for several P450-catalyzed reactions. KIE
values of 9−11 have been obtained for reactions catalyzed
CYP2E1 and CYP2B4, including reactions at methyl groups.22

In contrast, the noncompetitive KIE for CYP3A4-catalyzed

testosterone-6β-hydroxylation of an allylic C−H bond is only
2−3.26 Holland and colleague have reported on the
intermolecular kinetic isotope effect of the 19-methyl position
on testosterone with aromatase (CYP19A1) with a kH/kD of 2.3
for 19-[2H]-testosterone and 3.2 for 19,19,19-[2H3]-testoster-
one substrates.47 This wide range in observed KIE values
suggests that, although all cytochrome P450 hydroxylation
reactions might incorporate hydrogen atom abstraction in their
catalytic cycles, the structural features of these transition states
are considerably variable. Although some characteristics are
undoubtedly common to all mammalian P450-catalzyed
reactions, the steroid hydroxylases CYP17A1 and CYP21A2
are likely to require some specific properties to execute their
enzymatic functions, which serve to support reproduction,
response to stress, and fluid balance. Further experiments,
which directly measure the rates of individual steps for these
reactions, will provide insight to the mechanism of catalysis for
these important enzymes in human physiology and disease.
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pregnenolone 16α-hydroxylation with CYP17A1 (yeast micro-
somes) and 17-[2H]-pregnenolone (A) and metabolic switch-
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A105L and 17-[2H]-pregnenolone. Figures S3 and S5 show
17α-[2H]-DOC production from incubations with CYP17A1
and 17α-[2H]-progesterone or 21,21,21-[2H3]-16α-hydroxypro-
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